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In [S.D. Iliadis, Universal Spaces and Mappings, North-Holland Math. Stud., vol. 198, Elsevier
Science B.V., Amsterdam, 2005, xvi+559 pp.] base dimension-like functions of the type ind,
Ind, and dim were deﬁned. The domains of all these functions are classes of pairs (B, X),
where B is a base of the space X . Also, positional base dimension-like functions of the type
ind were deﬁned whose domains are triples (Q , B, X), where Q is a subset of a space X
and B is a base for Q in X . In [D.N. Georgiou, S.D. Iliadis, A.C. Megaritis, Dimension-
like functions and universality, Topology Appl. 155 (2008) 2196–2201] and [D.N. Georgiou,
S.D. Iliadis, A.C. Megaritis, The universality property for some dimension-like functions,
Questions Answers Gen. Topology, in press] some dimension-like functions and positional
dimension-like functions of type Ind, respectively are deﬁned. All the above dimension-like
functions are studied with respect to the property of universality. Here, we give positional
base dimension-like functions of the type dim and prove the property of universality for
these functions.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
All spaces are assumed to be T0-spaces of weight  τ , where τ is a ﬁxed inﬁnite cardinal. The set of all ﬁnite subsets
of τ is denoted by F and the ﬁrst inﬁnite cardinal is denoted by ω. We also consider two symbols, “−1” and “∞”, for
which we suppose that −1< n < ∞ for every n ∈ ω and ∞ + n = n + ∞ = ∞ for every n ∈ ω ∪ {−1,∞}.
In the proof of the main results of this paper widely we use notions and notations from [2]. For this reason we start
given some of them.
We shall use the symbol “≡” in order to introduce new notations without mention this fact. If “∼” is an equivalence
relation on a non-empty set X , then the set of all equivalence classes of ∼ is denoted by C(∼).
By a class of subsets we mean a class consisting of pairs (Q , X), where Q is a subset of a space X . By a class of bases we
mean a class consisting of pairs (B, X), where B is a base for a space X of cardinality  τ such that ∅, X ∈ B .
Let Q be a subset of a space X . A family B of open subsets of X is said to be a p-base for Q in X if the set {Q ∩U : U ∈ B}
is a base for the subspace Q . A p-base B for Q in X is said to be a pos-base if for every x ∈ Q and an open neighbourhood U
of x in X there exists an element V of B such that x ∈ V ⊆ U . A p-base B for Q in X is said to be a ps-base if B is a base for
the space X . By a class of p-bases (respectively, by a class of pos-bases or by a class of ps-bases) we mean a class D consisting of
triads (Q , B, X), where B is a p-base (respectively, a pos-base or a ps-base) for a subset Q in a space X of cardinality  τ
such that ∅, X ∈ B . The class of all p-bases (respectively, of all pos-bases and ps-bases) is denoted by D(p-base) (respectively,
by D(pos-base) and D(ps-base)).
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M≡ {{U Xδ : δ ∈ τ
}
: X ∈ S} (1)
where {U Xδ : δ ∈ τ } is an indexed base for X , is called a co-mark of S. The co-mark M of S is said to be a co-extension of
a co-mark
M+ ≡ {{V Xδ : δ ∈ τ
}
: X ∈ S}
of S if there exists a one-to-one mapping θ of τ into itself such that for every X ∈ S and for every δ ∈ τ , V Xδ = U Xθ(δ) . The
corresponding mapping θ is called an indicial mapping fromM+ toM.
Let
R1 ≡
{∼s1: s ∈F
}
and
R0 ≡
{∼s0: s ∈F
}
be two indexed families of equivalence relations on S. It is said that R1 is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R0 if for every s ∈ F there
exists t ∈F such that ∼t1 ⊆ ∼s0.
An indexed family R ≡ {∼s: s ∈ F} of equivalence relations on S is said to be admissible if the following conditions are
satisﬁed: (a) ∼∅ = S × S, (b) for every s ∈ F the number of ∼s-equivalence classes is ﬁnite, and (c) ∼s ⊆ ∼t , if t ⊆ s. We
denote by C(R) the set
⋃{C(∼s): s ∈F}. The minimal ring of subsets of S containing C(R) is denoted by C♦(R).
Consider the co-mark (1) of S. We denote by
RM ≡
{∼sM: s ∈F
}
the indexed family of equivalence relations ∼sM on S deﬁned as follows: for every X, Y ∈ S we set X ∼sM Y if and only if
there exists an isomorphism i of the algebra of subsets of X generated by the set {U Xδ : δ ∈ s} onto the algebra of subsets
of Y generated by the set {UYδ : δ ∈ s} such that i(U Xδ ) = UYδ for every δ ∈ s. Also, we set ∼∅M= S× S. An admissible family R
of equivalence relations on S is said to be M-admissible if R is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of RM .
Let R ≡ {∼s: s ∈F} be an M-admissible family of equivalence relations on S. On the set of all pairs (x, X), where X ∈ S
and x ∈ X , we consider an equivalence relation, denoted by ∼MR , as follows: (x, X) ∼MR (y, Y ) if and only if X ∼s Y for every
s ∈ F , and either x ∈ U Xδ and y ∈ UYδ or x /∈ U Xδ and y /∈ UYδ for every δ ∈ τ . The set of all equivalence classes of the
relation ∼MR is denoted by T(M,R) or simply by T.
For every H ∈ C♦(R) the set of all a ∈ T(M,R) for which there exists an element (x, X) ∈ a such that X ∈ H is denoted
by T(H). For every δ ∈ τ and H ∈ C♦(R) we denote by U Tδ (H) the set of all a ∈ T(M,R) for which there exists an element
(x, X) ∈ a such that X ∈ H and x ∈ U Xδ .
For every subset κ of τ and L ∈ C♦(R) we set
(1) BT♦ ≡ {U Tδ (H): δ ∈ τ and H ∈ C♦(R)}.
(2) BT♦,κ ≡ {U Tδ (H): δ ∈ κ and H ∈ C♦(R)}.
(3) BL♦,κ ≡ {U Tδ (H) ∈ BT♦,κ : H⊆ L}.
The set BT♦ is a base for a topology on the set T(M,R) such that the corresponding space is a T0-space of weight  τ .
Moreover, if for every X ∈ S the set {U Xδ : δ ∈ κ} is a base for X , then the set BT♦,κ is a base for the same topology on
T(M,R). Therefore, the family BL♦,κ is a base for T(L).
For every element X of S there exists a natural embedding i XT of X into the space T(M,R) deﬁned as follows: for every
x ∈ X , i XT (x) = a, where a is the element of T(M,R) containing the pair (x, X). Thus, we have constructed containing space
T(M,R) for S of weight  τ . This space will be called the Containing Space for the indexed collection S corresponding to the
co-markM and the family R.
Suppose that for every X ∈ S a subset Q X of X is given. The set
Q≡ {Q X : X ∈ S} (2)
is called a restriction of S. An indexed set B≡ {BX : X ∈ S} is said to be a co-p-base (respectively, a co-pos-base or a co-ps-base)
for Q in S if BX is a p-base (respectively, a pos-base or a ps-base) for Q X in X , X ∈ S. An indexed collection N≡ {NX : X ∈ S}
is said to be a co-indication of the co-p-base B if NX is an indication of BX for every X ∈ S. Let D be a class of p-bases. The
co-p-base B for Q in S is said to be a D-co-p-base if BX is a D-p-base for Q X in X , X ∈ S.
Let F be a class of subsets. A restriction Q≡ {QX: X ∈ S} of an indexed collection S of spaces is said to be an F-restriction
if (Q X , X) ∈ F for every X ∈ S.
Consider the restriction (2) of S. The trace on Q of the co-markM of S is the co-mark
M|Q ≡
{{
U Xδ ∩ Q X : δ ∈ τ
}
: Q X ∈ Q}
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Q X∼|QQ Y if and only if X ∼ Y . Let R ≡ {∼s: s ∈ F} be an indexed family of equivalence relations on S. The trace on Q of
the family R is the family R|Q ≡ {∼s|Q: s ∈ F} of equivalence relations on Q. The trace on Q of an element H of C♦(R) is the
element
H|Q ≡
{
Q X ∈ Q: X ∈ H}
of C♦(R|Q).
An M-admissible family R of equivalence relations on S is said to be (M,Q)-admissible if R|Q is an M|Q-admissible family
of equivalence relations on Q.
If R is an (M,Q)-admissible family of equivalence relations on S, then we can consider the Containing Space T(M|Q,R|Q)
for the indexed collection Q corresponding to the co-mark M|Q and the M|Q-admissible family R|Q . The Containing Space
T(M|Q,R|Q) is denoted brieﬂy by T|Q . There exists a natural embedding of T(M|Q,R|Q) into T(M,R). So we can consider the
Containing Space T(M|Q,R|Q) as a subspace of the space T(M,R). The subsets of this form will be called speciﬁc subsets of
T(M,R).
Let R be an M-admissible family of equivalence relations on S. A restriction Q ≡ {Q X : X ∈ S} is said to be an (M,R)-
complete restriction if the family R is (M,Q)-admissible and the subset T|Q of T satisﬁes the following condition: for every
point a of T|Q and for every element (x, X) of a we have x ∈ Q X .
A restriction Q of an indexed collection S of spaces is said to be complete if there exist a co-mark M of S and an (M,Q)-
admissible family R of equivalence relations on S such that Q is an (M,R)-complete restriction. A class P of subsets is said
to be complete if for every indexed collection S of spaces we have that any P-restriction of S is complete.
A class P of spaces is said to be saturated if for every indexed collection S of spaces belonging to P there exists a co-
mark M+ of S satisfying the following condition: for every co-extension M of M+ there exists an M-admissible family R+ of
equivalence relations on S such that for every admissible family R of equivalence relations on S, which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement
of R+ , and for every L ∈ C♦(R) the space T(L) belongs to P.
The co-mark M+ is said to be an initial co-mark of S corresponding to the class P and the family R is said to be an initial
family of S corresponding to the co-markM and the class P.
A class F of subsets is said to be saturated if for every indexed collection S of spaces and for every F-restriction Q of S
there exists a co-mark M+ of S satisfying the following condition: for every co-extension M of M+ there exists an (M,Q)-
admissible family R+ of equivalence relations on S such that for every admissible family R of equivalence relations on S,
which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+ , and elements L and H of C♦(R) for which H⊆ L, we have (T(H|Q),T(L)) ∈ F.
The co-mark M+ is said to be an initial co-mark of S corresponding to the F-restriction Q and the family R is said to be an
initial family of S corresponding to the co-markM and the F-restriction Q.
A class D of p-bases is said to be saturated if for every indexed collection S of spaces, a restriction Q of S, a D-co-p-base
B for Q in S, and for every co-indication N of B there exists a co-extension M+ of N satisfying the following condition:
for every co-extension M of M+ there exists an M-admissible family R+ of equivalence relations on S such that for every
admissible family R of equivalence relations on S, which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+ , and for every L,H,E ∈ C♦(R) with
E⊆ H⊆ L, we have (T(E|Q),BH♦,θ(τ ),T(L)) ∈ D, where θ is an indicial mapping from N to M.
The co-mark M+ is said to be an initial co-mark of S corresponding to the restriction Q , the co-indication N of B, and the class D.
Also the family R+ is said to be an initial family of S corresponding to the co-mark M, the restriction Q , the co-indication N of B,
and the class D.
For the following notions see for example [1].
Let X be a space. A cover of X is a non-empty set of subsets of X , whose union is X .
Let Q be a subset of X . A family c of subsets of X covering Q if the set {Q ∩ U : U ∈ c} is a cover of the subspace Q .
A family r of subsets of X is said to be a reﬁnement of a family c of subsets of X if each element of r is contained in an
element of c.
Deﬁne the order of a family r of subsets of a space X as follows:
(a) ord(r) = −1 if and only if r consists the empty set only.
(b) ord(r) = n, where n ∈ ω, if and only if the intersection of any n+2 distinct elements of r is empty and there exist n+1
distinct elements of r, whose intersection is not empty.
(c) ord(r) = ∞, if and only if for every n ∈ ω there exist n distinct elements of r, whose intersection is not empty.
2. Basic deﬁnitions and relations between dimension-like functions
The given below deﬁnitions are actually the deﬁnitions of dimensions dim and dim∗ , denoted here by p0-dim and p1-dim
respectively, given in [3] for regular spaces.
Deﬁnition 2.1. We denote by p0-dim the (unique) function with as domain the class of all subsets and as range the set
ω ∪ {−1,∞}, satisfying the following condition:
p0-dim(Q , X) n, where n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω
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ord(r) n.
Deﬁnition 2.2. We denote by p1-dim the (unique) function with as domain the class of all subsets and as range the set
ω ∪ {−1,∞}, satisfying the following condition:
p1-dim(Q , X) n, where n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω
if and only if for every ﬁnite open cover c of the space X there exists a ﬁnite family r of open subsets of X , reﬁnement of c,
such that Q ⊆⋃{V : V ∈ r} and ord(r) n.
Remark. We observe that for every subset Q of a space X we have
p0-dim(Q , X) p1-dim(Q , X) dim(X).
Also, if X is the Niemytzki plane and Q = {(x,0): x ∈ R}, then,
p0-dim(Q , X) < p1-dim(Q , X) < dim(X)
and
dim(Q ) = p1-dim(Q , X).
(See Example 5 of [3].)
Notations. ([2]) Let B be a base for a space X . A cover c of X is said to be B-cover if all elements of c are elements of B .
Let F be a class of subsets and Q a subset of X . A cover c of X (respectively, a family c of subsets of X covering Q ) is
said to be F-cover (respectively, F-cover for Q ) if (C, X) ∈ F for every C ∈ c. An F-cover (respectively, an F-cover for Q ) r,
which is a reﬁnement of a cover c of X (respectively, of a family c of subsets of X covering Q ), is called F-reﬁnement of c
(respectively, F-reﬁnement of c for Q ).
Deﬁnition 2.3. For every class F of subsets we denote by b-p0-dimF the (unique) function that has as domain the class
D(ps-base) and as range the set ω ∪ {−1,∞} satisfying the following condition:
b-p0-dimF(Q , B, X) n, where n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω
if and only if for every ﬁnite B-cover c of the space X there exists a ﬁnite F-cover r of Q , reﬁnement of c, such that
ord(r) n.
If F is the class of all pairs (Q , X), where Q is an open subset of a space X , then the function b-p0-dimF is denoted by
b-p0-dimOp.
Deﬁnition 2.4. For every class F of subsets we denote by b-p1-dimF the (unique) function that has as domain the class
D(ps-base) and as range the set ω ∪ {−1,∞} satisfying the following condition:
b-p1-dimF(Q , B, X) n, where n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω
if and only if for every ﬁnite B-cover c of the space X there exists a ﬁnite family r of subsets of X , reﬁnement of c, such
that (C, X) ∈ F for every C ∈ c, Q ⊆⋃{V : V ∈ r}, and ord(r) n.
If F is the class of all pairs (Q , X), where Q is an open subset of a space X , then the function b-p1-dimF is denoted by
b-p1-dimOp.
Deﬁnition 2.5. It is said that a class F of subsets is closed with respect to the subspace Q of a space X if (Y ∩ Q , Q ) ∈ F for
every (Y , X) ∈ F.
The next propositions are easily proved.
Proposition 2.6. Let B be a base for a space X. For every subset Q of X we have
(a) b-p0-dimOp(Q , B, X) p0-dim(Q , X), and
(b) b-p1-dimOp(Q , B, X) p1-dim(Q , X).
Proposition 2.7. Let B be a base for a space X. For every subset Q of X we have
b-p0-dimF(Q , B, X) b-p1-dimF(Q , B, X),
where F is a class of subsets closed with respect to the subspace Q of X.
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a < b} ∪ {R}. Obviously the family B is a base for R. It is easy to see that
p0-dim(Q ,R) = p1-dim(Q ,R) = 1
and
b-p0-dimOp(Q , B,R) = b-p1-dimOp(Q , B,R) = 0.
(2) Let X be the Niemytzki plane and Q = {(x,0): x ∈ R}. If we denote by t the topology of X , then
b-p0-dimOp(Q , t, X) = p0-dim(Q , X) < p1-dim(Q , X) = b-p1-dimOp(Q , t, X).
(See Example 5 of [3].)
Deﬁnition 2.8. ([2]) For every class F of subsets we denote by b-dimF the (unique) function that has as domain the class of
all bases and as range the set ω ∪ {−1,∞} satisfying the following condition:
b-dimF(B, X) n, where n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω
if and only if for every ﬁnite B-cover c of the space X there exists a ﬁnite F-reﬁnement r of c with ord(r) n.
If F is the class of all pairs (Q , X), where Q is an open subset of a space X , then the function b-dimF is denoted by
b-dimOp.
Deﬁnition 2.9. For every class F of subsets we denote by b-p-dimF the (unique) function that has as domain the class
D(p-base) and as range the set ω ∪ {−1,∞} satisfying the following condition:
b-p-dimF(Q , B, X) n, where n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω
if and only if every ﬁnite family c of elements of B covering Q has a ﬁnite F-reﬁnement r for Q with ord(r) n.
If F is the class of all pairs (Q , X), where Q is an open subset of a space X , then the function b-p-dimF is denoted by
b-p-dimOp.
Remarks. (1) If in Deﬁnition 2.9 we replace the class D(p-base) by the class D(pos-base) (respectively, by the class
D(ps-base)) we take the base positional dimension-like function b-pos-dimF (respectively, b-ps-dimF). Clearly,
(a) b-p-dimF|D(pos-base) = b-pos-dimF , and
(b) b-p-dimF|D(ps-base) = b-ps-dimF .
(2) Let B be a base for a space X . For every subset Q of X we have
b-p1-dimF(Q , B, X) b-ps-dimF(Q , B, X).
(3) For every space X and for every base B of X we have
b-dimOp(B, X) dim(X).
Moreover, if the base B is ﬁnite, then
b-dimOp(B, X) = dim(X).
(4) Let F be a class of subsets and B a base for a space X . Then,
b-ps-dimF(X, B, X) = b-p0-dimF(X, B, X)
= b-p1-dimF(X, B, X)
= b-dimF(B, X).
The next proposition is easily proved.
Proposition 2.10. Let F be a class of subsets and B a base for a space X. Then,
b-dimF(B, X) =max{b-ps-dimF(X \ V , B, X): V ∈ B}
=max{b-p1-dimF(Q , B, X): Q ⊆ X}.
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t = {∅, {a,b}, {b, c}, {b}, X}.
Let Q = {c}. It is easy to see that
b-p0-dimOp(Q , t, X) = b-p1-dimOp(Q , t, X) = 0
and
b-dimOp(t, X) = 1.
(2) Let R be the set of real numbers with the natural topology, I = [0,1], and B = {(a,b): a,b ∈ R and a < b} ∪ {R}.
Obviously the family B is a base for R and dim(R) = 1. Moreover, since the singleton {R} is a reﬁnement of every ﬁnite
B-cover of R, b-dimOp(B,R) = 0. It is easy to see that
b-ps-dimOp(I, B,R) = 1
and
b-p0-dimOp(I, B,R) = b-p1-dimOp(I, B,R) = 0.
The relations between the dimension-like functions of the type dim are summarized in the following diagram, where
“→” means “” and “” means that “in general ”.
b-dimOp(B, X)
upslope
dim(X)
upslope
upslope
b-ps-dimOp(Q , B, X) upslope b-p
1-dimOp(Q , B, X)
upslope
p1-dim(Q , X)upslope
upslope
b-p0-dimOp(Q , B, X) p0-dim(Q , X)upslope
3. Universal elements for base positional dimension-like functions
Notation. Let df be one of the following base positional dimension-like functions b-p-dimF , b-pos-dimF , b-ps-dimF ,
b-p0-dimF , and b-p1-dimF . For every n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω we denote by P(df  n) the class of p-bases consisting of all triads
(Q , B, X) with df (Q , B, X) n.
Deﬁnition 3.1. ([2]) Let X be a space. It is said that a class F of subsets satisﬁes the Finite Union Condition if the conditions
(Fi, X) ∈ F, i ∈ j ∈ ω, imply that (⋃{Fi: i ∈ j}, X) ∈ F. Also, it is said that a class F of subsets satisﬁes the Empty Subset
Condition if the condition (Q , X) ∈ F implies (∅, X) ∈ F.
Theorem 3.2. Let df be one of the following base positional dimension-like functions b-p-dimF , b-pos-dimF , b-ps-dimF , b-p0-dimF ,
and b-p1-dimF . For every n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω the class P(df  n) is saturated provided that F is a complete saturated class of subsets (that
is a saturated class of subsets which is complete) satisfying the Finite Union Condition and the Empty Subset Condition.
Proof. We give the proof of this theorem only for the class P(b-p-dimF  n), where n ∈ {−1}∪ω. The proof of this theorem
for all other classes is similar. Let n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω. We prove that the class
P
(
b-p-dimF  n
)
is saturated. Let S be an indexed collection of spaces, Q≡ {Q X : X ∈ S} a restriction of S, B≡ {BX : X ∈ S} a P(b-p-dimF  n)-
co-p-base for Q in S, and
N≡ {{V Xε : ε ∈ τ
}
: X ∈ S}
a co-indication of B. We prove that there exists a co-extension M+ of N satisfying the following condition: for every co-
extension M of M+ there exists an M-admissible family R+ of equivalence relations on S such that for every admissible
family R of equivalence relations on S, which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+ , and for every L,H,E ∈ C♦(R) with E ⊆ H ⊆ L, we
have (T(E|Q),BH♦,θ(τ ),T(L)) ∈ P(b-p-dimF  n), where θ is an indicial mapping from N to M.
First, for every q ∈F \ {∅} and for every ε ∈ q we construct an F-restriction of S:
W(q, ε) ≡ {W X (q, ε): X ∈ S}.
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V X (q) ≡ {V Xε : ε ∈ q
}
.
If it is not true that the set V X (q) covering Q X , then for every ε ∈ q we set W X (q, ε) = ∅. Suppose that the set V X (q)
covering Q X . Since V X (q) is a ﬁnite family of elements of BX covering Q X and (Q X , BX , X) ∈ P(b-p-dimF  n), there exists
a ﬁnite F-reﬁnement r Xq of V
X (q) for Q X with ord(r Xq ) n. We set
W X (q, ε0) =
⋃{
V ∈ r Xq : V ⊆ V Xε0
}
and
W X (q, εi) =
⋃{
V ∈ r Xq : V ⊆ V Xεi and V  V Xε for every ε ∈ {ε0, . . . , εi−1}
}
for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}. Since r Xq is an F-cover for Q X with ord(r Xq ) n and since F satisﬁes the Finite Union Condition and
the Empty Subset Condition, the set
W X (q) ≡ {W X (q, ε): ε ∈ q}
is also F-cover for Q X with ord(W X (q)) n. Moreover, by construction,
W X (q, ε) ⊆ V Xε for every ε ∈ q.
We note that the cover W X (q) has also the following property: if ε0, . . . , εn+1 are distinct elements of q such that
W X (q, εi) = ∅, i ∈ {0, . . . ,n+ 1}, then W X (q, ε0), . . . ,W X (q, εn+1) are distinct elements of W X (q) and, therefore,
W X (q, ε0) ∩ · · · ∩ W X (q, εn+1) = ∅.
Let M+ be a co-mark of S, which is a co-extension of N. Denote by θN an indicial mapping from N to M+ . Without loss
of generality we can suppose that for every q ∈F \ {∅} and for every ε ∈ q, M+ is an initial co-mark of S corresponding to
the F-restriction W(q, ε). Moreover, since F is a complete class we can suppose that there exists a family R+0 of equivalence
relations on S such that for every q ∈ F \ {∅} and for every ε ∈ q we have: (a) the family R+0 is (M+,W(q, ε))-admissible
and (b) the restriction W(q, ε) of S is (M+,R+0 )-complete.
We show that M+ is an initial co-mark of S corresponding to the restriction Q , the co-indication N of B, and the class
P(b-p-dimF  n). Indeed, let
M≡ {{U Xδ : δ ∈ τ
}
: X ∈ S}
be an arbitrary co-extension of M+ . Denote by θ+ an indicial mapping from M+ to M. Then, the co-mark M is a co-
extension of the co-mark N and θ = θ+ ◦ θN is an indicial mapping from N to M. (Therefore, V Xε = U Xθ(ε) for every ε ∈ τ and
X ∈ S.)
For every q ∈ F \ {∅} and for every ε ∈ q we consider a family R+q,ε of equivalence relations on S, which is an initial
family of S corresponding to the co-mark M and the F-restriction W(q, ε). By Lemma 2.1.1 of [2] there exists an admissible
family R+ of equivalence relations on S, which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+0 and of all families R+q,ε .
We prove that R+ is an initial family of S corresponding to the co-mark M, the restriction Q , the co-indication N
of B, and the class P(b-p-dimF  n). For this we consider an arbitrary admissible family R of equivalence relations on S,
which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+ , and prove that for every L,H,E ∈ C♦(R) with E⊆ H⊆ L, we have (T(E|Q),BH♦,θ(τ ),T(L)) ∈
P(b-p-dimF  n).
Let L, H, E be elements of C♦(R) with E⊆ H⊆ L and
c ≡ {U Tδ0(H0), . . . ,U Tδk (Hk)
}
be a ﬁnite family of elements of BH♦,θ(τ ) , where H0 ⊆ H, . . . ,Hk ⊆ H and δ0, . . . , δk ∈ θ(τ ), covering T(E|Q). We set
s = {δ0, . . . , δk} and q = θ−1(s).
For every X ∈ E denote by qX the set of all elements ε of q such that for some i ∈ {0, . . . ,k}, θ(ε) = δi and X ∈ Hi . It is
easy to see that qX = ∅ and that the set
V X
(
qX
)= {V Xε : ε ∈ qX
}
is a ﬁnite family of elements of BX covering Q X . Therefore,
W X
(
qX
)= {W X(qX , ε): ε ∈ qX}
is an F-cover for Q X .
Let t be an element of F such that if K is ∼t -equivalence class and K ∩ Hi = ∅ for some i ∈ {0, . . . ,k}, then K ⊆ Hi .
Obviously, if X ∼t Y , then qX = qY .
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element X of K. Consider the family
c(K) ≡ {U Tδi (Hi) ∩ T(K) = U Tδi (K): δi ∈ θ
(
qK
)
, K⊆ Hi
}
.
Obviously the family c(K) covers T(K|Q). We prove that
r(K) ≡ {T|W(qK,ε) ∩ T(K) = T(K|W(qK,ε)): ε ∈ qK
}
is an F-reﬁnement of c(K) for T(K|Q) with ord(r(K)) n.
Since F is a saturated class of subspaces, the pair
(
T(K|W(qK,ε)),T(L)
)
belongs to F, that is r(K) is an F-cover for T(K|Q). For every X ∈ K and for every ε ∈ qK we have
W X
(
qK, ε
)⊆ V Xε
and, therefore,
eXT
(
W X
(
qK, ε
))⊆ eXT
(
V Xε
)
,
where eXT is the natural embedding of X into T. By Corollary 1.3.6 of [2] we have
T(K|W(qK,ε)) =
⋃{
eXT :
(
W X
(
qK, ε
))
: X ∈ K}
⊆ {eXT
(
V Xε
)
: X ∈ K}
= {eXT
(
U Xδi
)
: X ∈ K}= U Tδi (K),
where i ∈ {0, . . . ,k} such that δi = θ(ε) and K⊆ Hi , which means that r(K) is an F-reﬁnement of c(K) for T(K|Q).
Now, we prove that ord(r(K))  n. Suppose that ord(r(K)) > n. Then, there exist n + 2 distinct elements ε0, . . . , εn+1
of qK such that
T(K|W(qK,ε0)) ∩ · · · ∩ T(K|W(qK,εn+1)) = ∅
or
(
T|W(qK,ε0) ∩ T(K)
)∩ · · · ∩ (T|W(qK,εn+1) ∩ T(K)
) = ∅.
Let
a ∈ T|W(qK,ε0) ∩ · · · ∩ T|W(qK,εn+1) ∩ T(K)
and let (x, X) ∈ a. Since the restrictions W(qK, εi), i ∈ {0, . . . ,n + 1}, are (M+,R+0 )-complete, by Lemma 2.2.4 of [2] these
restrictions are also (M,R)-complete. Therefore,
x ∈ W X(qX , ε0
)∩ · · · ∩ W X(qX , εn+1
)
.
Since W X (q, ε0), . . . ,W X (q, εn+1) are distinct elements of W X (q) the above contradicts the fact that ord(W X (q)) n. Thus,
ord(r(K)) n.
It is easy to see that the set
r ≡
⋃{
r(K): K ∈ C(∼t) and K⊆ E}
is an F-reﬁnement of c for T(E|Q) with ord(r) n. 
We recall the deﬁnition of universal element in a class of p-bases.
Deﬁnition 3.3. ([2]) An element (Q T , BT , T ) of D(p-base) is said to be universal in a class P of p-bases if:
(1) (Q T , BT , T ) ∈ P, and
(2) for every (Q X , BX , X) ∈ P there exists an embedding e of X into T such that e(Q X ) ⊆ Q T and BX = {e−1(V ): V ∈ BT }.
Using the fact that in any saturated class of p-bases there exist universal elements (see Proposition 2.6.2 of [2]) we have
the following consequence.
Corollary 3.4. Let df be one of following base positional dimension-like functions b-p-dimF , b-pos-dimF , b-ps-dimF , b-p0-dimF ,
and b-p1-dimF . For every n ∈ ω in the class P(df  n) there exist universal elements.
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Remark. Let F be a class of subsets, D a class of p-bases, and df one of the base positional dimension-like functions
b-p-dimF , b-p0-dimF , and b-p1-dimF . Then, as in [2, Section 3.3, p. 106] we can deﬁne a new dimension-like function,
denoted here by D-df , with as domain the class of all spaces and as range the set ω ∪ {−1,∞} as follows: for every
space X , D-df (X) is the minimal element n of ω ∪ {∞} for which there exist a subset Q of X and a p-base B for Q in X
such that (Q , B, X) ∈ D and df (Q , B, X) n.
Notation. Let df be one of the dimension-like functions b-p-dimF , b-p0-dimF , and b-p1-dimF . For every n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω we
denote by P(D-df  n) the class of all spaces X with D-df (X) n.
Theorem 4.1. Let D be a saturated class of p-bases. For every n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω the class P(D-df  n) is saturated provided that F is
a complete saturated class of subsets satisfying the Finite Union Condition and the Empty Subset Condition.
Proof. Let n ∈ {−1} ∪ ω. By Theorem 3.2 the class P(df  n) is saturated. We prove that the class P(D-df  n) is saturated.
Let S be an indexed collection of spaces belonging to P(D-df  n). We prove that there exists a co-mark M+ of S satisfying
the following condition: for every co-extension M of M+ there exists an M-admissible family R+ of equivalence relations
on S such that for every admissible family R of equivalence relations on S, which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+ , and for every
L ∈ C♦(R) the space T(L) belongs to P(D-df  n).
For every X ∈ S there exist a subset Q X of X and a p-base BX for Q X in X such that (Q X , BX , X) ∈ D and
df (Q , B, X)  n. Since D is saturated, there exists an initial co-mark M+
D
of S corresponding to the restriction Q ≡
{Q X : X ∈ S}, the co-indication N ≡ {NX : X ∈ S} of B ≡ {BX : X ∈ S}, and the class D. Since P(df  n) is saturated, there
exists an initial co-mark M+
P(dfn) of S corresponding to the restriction Q , the co-indication N of B, and the class P(df  n).
Denote by M+ a co-mark of S, which is a co-extension of M+
D
and M+
P(dfn) . Let M be an arbitrary co-extension of M
+ .
Denote by R+ an initial family of S corresponding to the co-mark M, the restriction Q , the co-indication N of B, and the
class D as well as an initial family of S corresponding to the co-mark M, the restriction Q , the co-indication N of B, and the
class P(df  n). Let R be an arbitrary admissible family R of equivalence relations on S, which is a ﬁnal reﬁnement of R+
and L ∈ C♦(R). Then, we have (T(L|Q),BL♦,θ(τ ),T(L)) ∈ D and df (T(L|Q),BL♦,θ(τ ),T(L))  n, where θ is an indicial mapping
from N to M or equivalently D-df (T(L)) n, that is T(L) ∈ P(D-df  n). This means that P(D-df  n) is saturated class. 
Using the fact that in any saturated class of spaces there exist universal elements (see Proposition 2.1.4 of [2]) we have
the following consequence.
Corollary 4.2. For every n ∈ ω in the class P(D-df  n) there exist universal elements.
Using the fact that the intersection of saturated classes of spaces is saturated (see Proposition 2.1.3 of [2]) we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let F be the class of all pairs (Q , X), where Q is an open subset of a space X, D the class of all p-bases, and P one of
the classes:
(a) the class of all (completely) regular spaces of weight  τ ,
(b) the class of all (completely) regular countable-dimensional spaces of weight τ ,
(c) the class of all (completely) regular strongly countable-dimensional spaces of weight  τ ,
(d) the class of all (completely) regular locally ﬁnite-dimensional spaces of weight  τ , and
(e) the class of all (completely) regular spaces X of weight  τ such that ind(X) α ∈ τ+ .
Then, for every n ∈ ω in the class P(D-df  n) ∩ P there exist universal elements.
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